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Abstract—In this article the magnetic memory model with
nano-meter size made from iron cells was proposed. For a
purpose of determining the model specifications, the
magnetic probes group with different geometrical
parameters were examined using numeric simulations for
the two different time duration of transitions among quasistable magnetic distributions found in the system, derived
from the energy minimums. The geometrical parameters
range was found, for which the 16 quasi–stable energetic
states exist for the each probe. Having considered these
results the 4 bits magnetic cells systems can be designed
whose state is changed by spin-polarized current. Time
dependent current densities and the current electron spin
polarization directions were determined for all cases of
transitions among quasi–stable states, for discovered set of
4 bits cells with different geometrical parameters. The 16states cells, with the least geometrical area, achieved the
300 times bigger writing density in comparison to actual
semiconductor solutions with the largest writing densities.
The transitions among quasi-stable states of cells were
examined for the time durations 105 times shorter than
that for up to date solutions.
Keywords—spintronics,
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challenging, while some research teams obtained adequate
results with nanomagnetic cells compatible with actual
solutions for reading/writing heads [5 – 8]. Having continued
the similar research direction, one has focused on the
examination of the magnetic cells set which has had adaptive
geometrical parameters in order to obtain multi-state, thus
multi-bit memory cell with as small as possible size. The
adaptation of cell sizes address the very recent topic of neuroinspired computations, where the computing unit can be active
like a neuron. Also, the geometrical size decrease gives the
expectancy to obtain the larger writing density and shorter
quasi-stable transition-time than that used in actual memory
constructions. The visual memory model based on magnetic
cells set, with many quasi-stable energetic states, is shown on
Fig.1.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I

MPORTANT topic considered in spintronics is
construction of signal processing devices, generators, and
magnetic memories which may have better performance and
speed in comparison to actual semiconductor devices or
devices based on thick continuous magnetic layers. Some
research teams still focus on MRAM memories formulation,
the topic begun in early 90’s [1]. The other teams carry
research in areas of racetrack memories, which are based on
domain wall evolution in semiconductor embedded nanowires
[2]. The similar idea, to the racetrack one, was to allocate
more than one bit in a single magnetic cell [3]. Actually, there
exist research capabilities to obtain the magnetic memories
construction based on BPM (bit-patterned media) [4].
Combining the BPM memory idea with memory cell idea
where one can put many bits in a single cell, seems very
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Fig. 1. Visualization of the magnetic cell system model with many quasistable states found in energetic minimum of the device . The state is changed
by the time variable spin-polarized current density. Descriptions: conductive
nonmagnetic junction (1), conductive multistate magnetic cell (2), conductive
nonmagnetic junction (3), a change of the system state is induced by the spinelectron current with the time adjustable density and the spin polarization (4),
nonmagnetic substrate (5).

The system state-change is performed using current which
flows via cell and which has time-dependent flow density of
spin-polarized electrons. After the recognition of the existing
quasi-stable magnetisation distributions (treated as the
memory states) in the system, distinguished by the calculated
energy minimums, one should determine the system exciting
signals in order to enforce transitions between quasi-stable
states of the given cell. As it is well known, in order to keep
control over the magnetic systems, using such external signal,
a proper time and space dependent external magnetic field
should be applied. As it was shown in [8–9], the
magnetization evolution and thus the necessary for its
adaptation (excitation), by externally applied magnetic field,
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depends on (among others) the magnetic object geometrical
shape and the object construction material. One should expect
that when magnetic system is controlled by spin-polarized
current – its density and the electrons spin polarization
direction depends on many factors like: cell shape,
construction material and a time of transition between quasistable cell states. So the adjustment of these parameters to
obtain many quasi-stable energetic states and the proper
transitions among these states, under the influence of spatially
homogeneous current density and polarization, can be the
serious research challenge.
II. SIMULATIONS
In order to obtain desired results, usually the cycle of 103
micromagnetic simulations for the group of probes, was
performed. The algorithm of computation was schematically
shown in Fig. 2. It was discovered, that for the 16 quasi-stable
energetic states (with different magnetization distribution) the
equivalent adaptable parameters from Fig. 2f (1054
simulations) indeed exist. Thus, the radius R was changed
from 0.5 to 2.0 nm with the step of 0.05 nm. The cutting angle
alfa, describing the cell base dimension, was varied from 0 to
135 degrees with the step equal to 0.05pi radians. Next, the
two cycles of 364 simulations, searching for geometrical
optimum parameters, for which the 16 quasi-stable energetic
states exist, for the two different times of transitions among
these states (1 ps and 5 ps), were performed.

Fig. 2. The spherical shape (a), and the magnetic dot picture (b) approximated
with 100, and 36 vertexes, respectively. Graphs of average (c), transient (d)
magnetization for transition between quasi-stable states(green circle marked)
for transition time 5ps for 100 vertexes object with radius 0.95 nm and alpha 0
degree. Approximated with 100 vertexes spherical object picture at the change
of angle parameter alpha in section 0 -135 degree for some (e), selected angles
from simulated angle domain, and under respectively - object sections marked
on (f). The changeable parameters: R – object radius and alpha – the cutting
angle. Maps of examined geometrical parameters with green marked area for
which it exists 16 quasi-stable energetic states for 100 vertexes (g) and 36
vertexes objects respectively (h).

Each of the 364 simulations consisted of the different
excitation and the adequate transitions among the 16 quasistable energetic states, forwards and backwards, leading to
240 transitions scenarios. The simulations aimed
determination the exciting current parameters (density and the
spin polarization direction expressed in spherical coordinates).
It was also determined the maximum percentage deviation
between energies: the target energetic minimum and the
energy obtained in the system after a simulation. The
examined magnetic probes space was divided into finite
elements according to Galerkin method. The simulations were
performed using the modified MagPar [10] software, which
was solving LLG equation including Slonczewski term in each
step of simulation. Eq. 1 determines the evolution of
magnetization, its space-time distribution, in a presence of the
effective field (vector Heff), as well as in a presence of the
Slonczewski term which includes density current j of electrons
with spin polarized along the direction of vector p (Eq. 2) [11,
12].

The parameters of equation (1), implemented in the software,
were as follow: the gyromagnetic ratio , the Gilbert damping
constant α=0.01, the magnetocrystalline anizothropy constants
K1=4.8.104 J/m3, K2=5.0.103 J/m3 for Iron, the exchange
constant A=2.10-11 J/m, and the saturation magnetization
Ms=2.1 T [13, 14]. Constants used for scaling function (Eq. 2)
calculations were as follows: e is the elementary electron
charge,
is the Planck constant. The d/Pr=3.33 factor was
calculated using the probe thickness d, and the polarization
spin constant P. The Λ parameter was set to 1.6 [12]. The
simulations were performed in such way that 16 different
magnetization distribution were found for local energetic
minima during the processes of minimization. Next,
polynomial interpolation [15] was applied using the 3-rd
degree polynomials, where for their determination, the time
first degree derivative vanishing conditions were used in
quasi-stable magnetization distribution points – interpolation
of nodes for all finite element vertexes. Based on the
interpolation polynomials the transition magnetization
distribution as a function of time was obtained, while the first
degree time derivatives were vanishing in the interpolated
nodes. Thanks to this the vanishing conditions for the
Slonczewski term were fulfilled in quasi-stable points of
magnetization distributions reaching the adequate energy
minima. Based on transient time distributions, for each
moment t of the transient state, for which the integration
algorithm determined the simulation step, the Slonczewski
term values were calculated, for an each finite element vertex.
In the same step, using Eq. 2, the values (different for each
finite element vertex) of current density and polarization
direction expressed in spherical coordinates (angles: theta,
phi) were obtained. These values (averaged - the same for an
each finite element vertex) were used for calculation using
Eq.2) of new Slonczewski term. New Slonczewski term then
was applied as the system excitation signal. After application
of the Slonczewski term, it was checked if there existed a
transition from the quasi-stable magnetization distribution, in
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first energetic minimum, to the magnetization distribution in
the targeted energetic minimum and what was the total energy
deviation from the targeted energy level. The duration time of
transitions was set up between 1 ps and 5 ps.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Fig. 2(g-h) the maps are shown that present the geometrical
parameters domain (green colour) for which the 16 quasi –
stable energetic states (4 bits memory cell) exist, what means
the total energy reaches the local minimum. For the
considered types of cell the key role plays in an adjustment of
the cutting angle – the alpha shown in Fig. 2f. As one can see,
this parameter determines the area of 16 quasi-stable cases, for
equivalent sections changing from 0 to 52.2 angular degree.
This area depends on the probe radius or vertexes number in a
little way. But the probe surface vertexes number, the probe
radius, and slightly the alpha angle, have influence on
maximal value of current density which changes the system
state and the maximal total energy deviation what is presented
in Fig. 3 and Fig. 5. The key parameter in this case is the timeduration of transitions among quasi-stable states which
increases the maximal current densities values with its
decrease. The current density which changes the system state,
which is maximal from all maximums on the maps, exists for
36 surface vertexes probe, for the transition time 1 ps (Fig. 3
b) and it reaches the value of 1.2.1015 A/m2. The minimal
current density, among all maximal current densities, exists
for 100 surface vertexes probe, for time equals 5 ps (Fig. 3 c)
and it doesn’t exceed the value of 3.9.1014 A/m2. What
concerns the total energy deviations, they are maximal for 36
surface-vertexes probe, for the time equals 1 ps (Fig. 5 b) and
they don’t exceed the 0.6% level. The least deviations

Fig. 3. The maximal values maps of current density maximums for all 240
quasi-stable states transitions for considered geometrical parameters: cells
with 36 vertexes for transition times 5 ps (a) and 1 ps respectively (b), cell
with 100 vertexes for transition times 5 ps (c) and 1 ps respectively (d). Point
“e” on the map is the value in maximum on Fig. 4b and the brightest color on
the map on Fig. 4a (switching from the state 12 to state 16) for the cell with
100 vertexes, radius 0.95 nm and the angle alfa of 0 angular degree.
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were received for 100 surface-vertexes probe (Fig. 5 c) don’t
exceed the 0.2% level. On Fig. 3 c the “e” point of maximal
value from Fig. 4 b for 100 surface vertexes-probe with radius
– 0.95 nm and alpha angle – 0 degree, is shown. This is
maximal current density value from all transition
combinations among 16 quasi-stable states for considered
probe. On the map from Fig. 4a, it was shown that this value is
the biggest from all 240 map values (the brightest colour) and
it determines the transition from the sate number 12 to the
stable state number 16. Similar indication was applied in Fig.
5c where point “e” was highlighted. It is the point for the
probe with geometrical parameters like above but it
determines the percentage maximal total energy deviation
which is obtained during simulation from targeted total energy
in local energetic minimum. This deviation is maximal from
all 240 cases of transitions for considered probe and it comes
for transition from stable state 1 to stable state number 2.
Making comparison between 36 surface vertexes probes and
100 surface vertexes probes one should focus on fact that 100
surface vertexes probes are better for future experimental or
industrial applications according to lesser maximal current
densities requirements in a case of the system state changing,
for shorter transition times, and above all, according to lesser
level of maximal total energy deviations. This behaviour is
probably linked to the fact that considered probes have better
geometrical symmetry in comparison to 36 surface vertexes
probes. That’s why the application of space homogeneous (the
same values for all finite element vertexes) current densities
and electron spin polarization for system excitation leads to
lesser percentage energy deviation. Additionally according to
probe radius decrease one receives the lesser maximal current
densities values located in maximums of current densities
curves.

Fig. 4. Maximal current density values map for all (240) quasi – stable states
transitions combinations for cell which has 100 vertexes, radius 0.95 nm and
cutting angle alfa 0.0 degree (a). For this cell and for the switching from state
12 to state 16 - the current density time graph (b). The spherical coordinates of
current polarization: theta (c), phi (d), respectively. For this transition, the
current density has the highest value in maximum taken from all considered
240 transitions and this value is marked on Fig. 3c by the “e”, and it has the
brightest color on the above map (a).
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IV. SUMMARY
The magnetic probes models group was examined. The group
had different geometrical properties and it was examined for
two different times duration for transitions among quasi –
stable magnetization distributions which are found in system
energy minimums. The geometrical parameters (radii and
cutting angles – the shape angles) range was found. For this
range, for each sample the 16 quasi-stable energetic states
exist. This fact can be used for the 4 bits magnetic cells
systems creation. The system excitations signals like time
dependant current densities and the electron spin polarization
directions were found for all cases of transitions among quasi–
stable states. For the examined 16-state-cells, with the least
geometrical area, the 300 times bigger writing density was
achieved in comparison to the up to the date solutions. In
matrices of such cells the real writing densities will be a little
lesser because of dipolar interactions among cells what can be
suppressed by increased distance between the cells. The time
durations of transitions among quasi–stable states, which were
used during simulations, increases the speed of memory input
– output operations significantly (about 100 000 times faster)
in comparison to actual semiconductor solutions.

It should be mentioned that the proposed memory model has
to determine the aim which the electronic devices creation
technology should evolve toward in nearest future. According
to this fact, the very important factor, that can significantly
impact on the model performance, is the samples preparation
precision which focuses on the surface preparation and the
acceptable deviations of it.
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